Modelling of ion permeation in K+ channels by nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations: I. Permeation energetics and structure stability.
Because of the great importance of physiological and pathophysiological processes in which ion channels are involved and because their operation is described by physicochemical laws, there have been many attempts to develop physical models able to describe the membrane permeability and also the structural and functional properties of the channel protein structures. In this study (in two parts) we present a series of simulations on a K+ channel model (KcsA) using Nonequilibrium Molecular Dynamics simulations (NEMD), in order to follow structure stability, permeation energetics and the possibility of obtaining quantitative information about the permeation process using the Linear Response Theory (LRT). On K+ ions were applied external forces to determine them to pass through the channel in a relatively small amount of time, accessible computationally. We ascertained a high resistance of the protein to deformation even in conditions when great forces were applied on ions (the system was far from equilibrium). The estimation of energy profiles in the course of ions passage through the channel demonstrates that these proteins create a conductivity pathway with no energetic barriers for ions movement across the channel (which could be present due to ions dehydration). The dynamic model used demonstrates (as proposed before in the literature after the examination of the static KcsA structure obtained by X-Ray crystallography) that this is due to the interaction of ions with the negatively charged carbonyl oxygens of the main polypeptide chain in the selectivity filter region.